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Don't Obey Your Mind
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
0 Sadhu, the company of'
Truth is the real thing in
this world.

rahmanand Ji was from Rajasthan. He used to live in a city
called Pushka, and He was a great
meditator Sadhu. In this hymn He
is emphasizing a lot on doing the
Satsang, or going in the company
of the Truth. Because unless we go
in the company of the Truth, unless
we go in the Satsang, we cannot dye
ourselves in a good color. There
should be someone who always tells
us to go on introspecting our mind,
and there should be someone who always tells us about our faults. And
without the Master and without going
in the Satsang, that is not possible.
All the Masters Who have come
to this physical plane have emphasized the importance of attending
the Satsang, because after coming
to the Satsang and being in the company of the Masters, we change our
bad habits, like the watermelons
change their color when they are
put with other watermelons. In the
This Satsang was given January 12,
1981, at Sant Bani Ashram, Village
77 RB, Ra.jasthan, India.
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same way, when we go in the company of the Masters, after remaining in Their company, we change
our habits. Satsang is that place of
pilgrimage where we remove the
dirt of our soul which we have from
ages and ages, from many past
births. And up until now, all those
who have improved their lives have
done so only after going to the Satsang. Only after attending the Satsang does the drunkard give up
drinking wine and the meat-eater
give up eating meat, and only after
going to the Satsang do we change
our bad habits.
After going to the Satsang we
get the yearning and devotion for
doing the Naam. Guru Arjan Dev Ji
Maharaj says, "Listen, 0 my brothers, come to the Satsang, because
only after coming to the Satsang can
you remove the fire of egoism and
make your minds pure."
Kabir Sahib says, "0 Kabir, only
those moments which are spent in
the Satsang are worthwhile, because
in those moments the Lord is
remembered. All other moments
which we spend without going to
the Satsang are useless."
Master used to tell a story about
one merchant who used to go to the

Satsang, but he would go there Ijust]
to pay a visit and would not accept
any of the teachings of the Masters
from there. Once it so happened that
he could not go to the Satsang, but
to maintain his regularity he sent
his son in his place. So when his
son went there he heard the Saint
saying in the Satsang, "If God has
blessed us with material wealth,
then we should have mercy on the
cows, animals, and the other poor
ones, and we should share our
wealth with others, because it is a
gift of God. And we should always
work for the benefit of others; we
should always help others."
When that boy heard that it went
very deep into his heart. He took
that into his heart, and when he went
back he saw a cow who was eating
some wheat flour from his shop, but
because he had heard in the Satsang that if God has given you
wealth you should help the cows
and the poor ones, he did not stop
that cow from eating that wheat
flour. Looking at this his father got
upset with him and said, "0 blind
one, are you not seeing this?" The
boy said, "Yes, father, I am seeing
this, but we should have mercy on
the animals and we should be very
gracious to the cows and other poor
ones. We should help them." His
father got upset and he said, "Who
taught you all this?" The son replied, "I went to Satsang today and
there I heard the Saint saying this."
His father said, "Listen, I have been
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going to Satsang for the last thirty
years, but I have not done anything
that is said in the Satsang. If I had
obeyed all that was being said in
the Satsang, then I would not have
been able to collect all this wealth
for you and I would have been very
poor. So first of all, you should not
go in the Satsang. If you have to
go, then you should not listen to
what is being said there. And if you
listen to it anyway, then you should
not obey it, mind that."
But because that boy was a pure
soul, he said, "No Father, it is not
a good thing for us, because we
are getting so much rent. We have
rented our houses, and we have
many other businesses; we have given money on interest, and we have
many sources of earning the money
and we should distribute it among
the poor. We should share it with
others; it is not a good thing [to
keep it to ourselves]." When that
man thought that his boy was not
obeying him and the day would
come when his son would give away
all his wealth, he was afraid and he
said, "YOUare not fit to be my son.
Get out of my house." And in that
way he turned his boy away from
his home.
So when the son left his father's
home he started going in one direction, and after going for some distance he saw that there was a very
big snake who was trying to eat a
frog. The frog was crying for help,
and the snake was trying its best to
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eat it, and when the boy reached
there and when he saw the frog in
danger, he at once helped it and
the frog went away happily. Now
that snake was not an ordinary
snake; he was a willful snake. Willful snakes are those snakes who can
change into any form they want;
they can take up any body they want
and they can do anything they want.
So that snake said, "Listen Boy, that
frog was my food. I have been hungry for many days, and I was going
to eat him, but you came and you
helped him to escape from me, and
you should know that I am hungry
and I want something to eat." Because that boy had the effect of the
Satsang, and he had heard in the
Satsang that we should have mercy
for others, that we should help the
poor, he thought of giving something to the snake to eat, but he
didn't have anything with him. S o
he cut some flesh from his own body
and gave that to the snake, which
the snake ate, and it went away happily, thanking him for the flesh.
After some days his wound was
healed and he went on his journey
to find some job and a place [to
settle]. On his way he saw an old
woman going along. She was carrying one big pile of things on her
head, and it was very difficult for
her to walk since she was very old.
Looking at her, this boy said to that
old woman, "Why don't you let me
carry your heavy load?" She replied,
"Well, my dear son, I can let you
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do that, but first you should become
my son. I don't have any son, and
you should become my son." He
said, "Well, I will call you 'mother' and you can call me 'son,' and
in this way I will become your son.
Let me help YOU."So that old woman let that boy carry the load.
After they walked for some time
they saw a man riding on a horse.
That old woman said, "Dear son, I
have a lot of money in my bag. You
can take out that money and give
some money to this man and buy
this horse from him. And then we
both can climb on that horse and
reach our destination happily, and
then we will buy some place to live,
and then we will do something and
we will live there happily." S o he
bought that horse and then he continued his journey with the old lady.
After some time both of them
saw one young boy coming towards
them, and he seemed like an orphan.
So that old lady said, "Dear son, do
you see that young boy coming? He
looks like an orphan; he does not
have any place to live. So why don't
we take him with us, because we
don't have anybody else? It will be
good for him to live with us. We all
will live happily, and you should
consider him as your younger brother." S o he took that young boy with
him and all three of them came to a
city and they bought a house and
started living happily.
After some days that old woman
said, "Dear sons, I have some rubies

and gems. Go to the king with all
these gems and rubies; if you can
sell them, you can get a lot of money so that you can do some business." So the boys took the rubies,
gems, and precious stones to the
king. The king was very pleased to
have those valuable things; he paid
them a good price, and with that
money they started their business.
After some time both of them
became very famous in the kingdom, and the king also became fond
of them because they were very
smart and very loving people. That
king had received a ring from some
yogi with the boon that if he would
wear that ring and have the desire
to see the heavens, four fairies
would come and would take him to
visit the heavens. So whenever the
king wanted to go out of this world
he would wear that ring and go to
the bank of one river and desire to
visit the heavens and that would
happen: the fairies would come and
take him to visit the heavens.
Once when the king was bathing
in a pond he lost his ring, and at
that time both those boys were there.
The king thought, "Now that I have
lost that ring it means that I will
not be able to visit the heavens any
more." So he was very sorry, he
was very sad. He told those boys,
"If anyone can bring out the ring
from this pond, I will marry my
daughter to him."
The young boy said, "Yes, your
Majesty, I can bring your ring out,
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but I am too young to get married
to your daughter. In my place you
should let my older brother marry
your daughter. If you are willing to
do that I can bring your ring out."
The king replied. "Yes. I will do as
you want, but please get me my
ring."
So that young boy went into the
pond and after some time he brought
the ring back which pleased the king
very much. And as he had promised, he married his daughter to that
older boy, the son of that merchant.
And since the king did not have any
other child, that is why he told that
boy to live with him in the palace
and later on he became king.
When the boy became king, then
also he continued going in the company of the Saints and Sadhus. and
he continued giving donations to the
poor and having mercy on the animals. He continued doing all these
good deeds which he had been doing ever since he first went to the
Satsang.
After some time that old woman
said, "Dear Sons. now my relation.
my connection with you is over.
Now I should go back to my place."
So the older boy came to say goodbye to her and then she said, "Dear
son, do you recognize me?" He said.
"No, I don't recognize you. I know
that you are that old woman whom
I met on my way and because of
your kindness, because of you. I
have become the king now." She
replied, "No, my dear son, I am not
SANT BANI

any woman. I am that cow on whom
you had mercy. I was eating in your
father's shop, and you fought with
your father just for my sake, and
you let me eat the flour, and I was
very grateful to you. That is why,
with God's grace, I came as this
old woman to help you, and I gave
you the rubies so that you could
become the king." And then suddenly she disappeared.
Then, when the young boy was
about to leave, he said, "Brother,
do you recognize me?" The boy replied, "No, how can I recognize
you? I don't know who you are. I
think that you were an orphan, because when we met you nobody else
was with you and you were very
young." That boy replied, "No, I
am not any boy or anything like that.
I am that frog whom you saved from
the mouth of that snake. And because you showered grace on me,
you saved my life, that is why, in
God's grace, I had to pay you back.
And because of that I came as a
boy and became your younger brother, and I paid you for your grace by
going in the pond and getting the
ring of the king out. And because
of that you became the king." And
he also disappeared.
After some time the king said,
"Okay, my dear son, now I should
also leave. You should know who I
am. I am that snake to whom you
gave your flesh to eat. Because you
satisfied my hunger, that is why I
came as a king. God made me do
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all these things to give you the benefit of all your good deeds. And now
you have everything: you have become the king, you have the kingdom and everything."
So the meaning of this whole
long story is that when we go in the
company of the Masters, when we
attend the Satsangs, we always gain.
There is no loss in attending the
Satsangs. No matter if it costs our
time or our money, but still it is
beneficial for us, because every time
we go in the Satsang we learn something, and after learning, if we obey,
if we put that into practice, then
definitely sooner or later we get its
benefit.
Lord Krishna told Udho, his disciple, "No one can meet me either
by japa or tapa or by any other practices, as the people can meet me by
going to the Satsang."
Guru Ram Das Ji even says, "0
proud one, if you are not doing the
Satsang and are doing other deeds
[instead], it means that you are taking out the pure water or clean water from one place and putting it in
a dirty place."
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says,
"If anyone is afraid of birth and
death, he should take refuge in the
Saints." That is why, here Brahmanand Ji said that, if there is anything which we should do, if there
is any place where we can remove
the dirt of our sins, that is in the
company of the Sadhus, that is the
Satsang.

Kabir Sahib says, "0 Kabir, the
company of the Saint, even if it is
for one minute or half a minute, or
even half of the half-minute, that
will finish up millions of our sins."
One bathes in Kashi, in Mathura, and one bathes in
Hardwar.
One goes to the four places
of pilgrimage, but the
mind does not improve.

In India, places like Kashi, Hardwar, and other religious places are
the places of pilgrimage. In India
you know that wherever any Mahatma lived they have made the
places of pilgrimage, and now people visit those places, understanding that they will get the liberation.
There are four main places of pilgrimage: one is Badrinath, in the
north, Jaganath in the south, and
Rameshwaram in the south, and
there is one more. And people think
that if they will visit all these four
important places of pilgrimage, they
will get liberation. But here Brahmanand Ji says, "No matter if you
go to all these places and bathe in
the holy waters, still your mind will
not be improved. You will definitely get some egoism and you will be
proud of your going to the places of
pilgrimage, but as far as the improvement of your mind is concerned, it will not happen."
Kabir Sahib even said that if you
start living in the place of pilgrim-
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age, and what to say about bathing
in the water, if you even start drinking the water, still you will not be
able to get liberation without doing
the devotion of Naam. Kabir said
that even if you live on the bank of
the River Ganges and drink its holy
water, still your within will not become pure without the devotion of
Naam.
Paltu Sahib says, "I have gone
to all the seven holy cities and all
the four holy places. I went to all
these places. Everywhere, I have
found either water or stone, and going from one place to another and
visiting all these places, I have become tired; now my body has become very tired. I have lost myself
in all those things, and because I
lost myself in all those things I did
not understand the importance of the
Saints until I went to all these
places."
Once some fake sadhus came to
Guru Nanak, because they were going to visit all the places of pilgrimage and they thought of inviting
Guru Nanak also to go with them.
In that time people used to call Guru
Nanak as "the one who misleads the
people," and they used to say, "He
does not believe in the existence of
any God or any places of pilgrimage." So Guru Nanak Sahib replied,
"I would have loved to go with you,
but you know that I am a farmer
and because of that I cannot go with
you. But do one thing: take my
squash in my place, and in my place
SANT BANI

you should make it bathe in all the
places of pilgrimage." So he gave
one bitter squash to all those fake
sadhus - because whatever the
Saints do or say, it always carries
some secret in it, and it always carries some lesson in it. Because Guru
Nanak Sahib wanted to teach them
a lesson, that is why He gave them
a bitter squash.
And after going to all the places
of pilgrimage, when those fake
sadhus came back, Guru Nanak Sahib cooked the same bitter squash,
and He made some dish out of it
and served it to the fake sadhus to
eat. Because it was bitter they didn't
like it, they spit it out, saying, "You
have insulted us. You cannot even
give us good food to eat."
Guru Nanak Sahib said, "I am
sorry to say that you did not make
my squash bathe in the holy places.
That is why it is bitter." They replied, "No, we washed it before
washing our bodies, and this squash
has taken all the baths which we
have done." Then Guru Nanak Sahib replied, "Then how is it possible that the bitterness of this squash
was not removed? If you say that
by bathing in the holy places you
can remove your sins and impurities, how is it possible that the impurity or the bitterness of this squash
was not removed? It means that
when you cannot remove the bitterness of this squash, which is just a
vegetable, how can you say that you
can remove the poison of lust, anOctober / November 1999

ger, greed, attachment and egoism
which is in you, and all the fires
which are going on within you? Our
body is also like that squash, and if
we cannot remove the poison or the
bitterness of the squash, how can
we say that we can remove our impurities by bathing in the holy places? We can only remove the outer
impurities and not the inner ones."
Then Guru Nanak Sahib said this
hymn: "The pilgrims go to bathe,
but their minds are deceivers, and
their bodies are thieves. By bathing
one dirt is removed (outer), but more
are added (egoism, etc.). The squash
(body) is washed from outside, but
within is a powerful poison. The real
Sadhus are much better unbathed
than these thieves (fake sadhus) who
remain thieves even after bathing
in the holy places. No matter if you
bath in thousands of holy places,
you will not be liberated without
Satsang."
Kabir Sahib says that if by bathing in the holy waters one can get
liberation, then the frog which is
always in the water should have gotten liberation by now. All those who
are bathing in the holy places are
like that frog, which always comes
[back] in the body of the lower animals.
Guru Nanak Sahib says that if
you want to get the liberation, what
should you do? You should enter in
your body, you should go in your
within after shaking off the physical, astral, and causal covers, and
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make your soul bathe in the inner
pool of Nectar, then you will become the liberated ones. He says.
"0 Dear Saints, in the body there is
the pool of Nectar, bathing in which
10

you become the liberated one,
become the pure one. You can get
that knowledge only by contemplating, only by concentrating, on the
Master; only by getting His guidSANT BANI

ance can you go in the within."
So that is why Mahatma Brahmanand says, "One bathes in Kashi,
in Mathura, and one bathes in Hardwar. One goes to the four places of
pilgrimage, but the mind does not
improve."

One goes into the forest and
performs heavy austerities, giving unending pain
to his body.
One controls his sense organs
after conquering them, but
in his heart he doesn't
think about God.
Brahmanand had the knowledge of
two Words. He was not the meditator of the Five Words. But the Mahatma who has reached the second
plane also gives up performing the
outer rites and rituals; He understands the outer rites and rituals as
unimportant.
He says, "By doing all these rites
and rituals," (as I also did in the
beginning) - sitting in the five
fires, leaving your home, going into
the forest - in India people do
many sorts of things, many practices of Hatha Yoga; some people
go on standing for days and days,
others go on sitting; they sit or stand
in different positions and they give
a lot of pain to their bodies - but
He says, "By doing all these things
you may have some little bit of control over the sense organs, but it
does not mean that your inner way
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will be opened and that you will be
able to progress." By doing all these
practices you can have some control over your senses, but later that
will go away, because your mind is
still with you, and it will tell you to
do those bad things again. So that
is why by doing all these things you
will not be able to get liberation.
To control the mind by doing all
these outer practices is exactly like
controlling the snake by putting it
in a box. We are still afraid of his
poison, and he is also trying his best
to get the opportunity to come out
of the box and bite us. If we have
controlled our mind by doing all
these karmas, these outer practices,
then we also have the fear of our
mind, and when he gets an opportunity then he starts making us dance
as his puppet, and we can never say
for sure that we have controlled the
mind.
So Mahatma Brahrnanand says,
"One goes into the forest and
performs heavy austerities, giving
unending pain to his body. One
controls his sense organs after
conquering them, but in his heart
he doesn't think about God."

Daily one goes into the temple and worships, keeping
good conduct.
But if one does not appreciate the Sadhus, one
doesn't get the Creator.
Now the Mahatma is talking about

that deed or that karma which most
of the Indians usually do. What do
they do? They get up in the morning, go to the temple, bow down
their heads in front of the idols and
then come back, and then all day
long they don't even think about
God, and just go on working. And
the next morning again, they do the
same thing. And they don't go to
any Masters, any Saints, and they
understand that by worshiping the
idols they will get liberation.
But God cannot be achieved in
this way. If we want to meet God,
if we want to achieve God, first of
all we need to go to that Mahatma
Who has manifested God within
Himself, Who has met God, and
Who has become one with God.
Only the learned one can teach
others. In the same way, One Who
has met God can make us meet Him.
Why are the people in the world
nowadays losing faith in the existence of God? Only because they
are involved in the outer rites and
rituals. The Masters come into
this world, the Saints come into this
world, and They condemn all these
rites and rituals. They tell us not to
do them, because there is nothing
in them. But after one Mahatma
leaves, if He is successful in clearing up one doubt, one confusion,
then after He leaves we create many
other confusions and get involved
in them. And in this way, later on,
we lose our faith in the existence of
God.
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Mahatma Brahmanand says,
"Daily one goes into the temple and
worships, keeping good conduct.
But if one does not appreciate the
Sadhus, one doesn't get the Creator."
Without Satsang the knowledge cannot sprout, n o
matter ifyou make a thousand e f i r t s .
Brnhinanand says, "Search
for a perfect Master and
cross the ocean of the
world.

No matter if we go on reading the
holy books and if we go on teaching the holy scriptures to others for
thousands of years sitting in our
home, but unless we go in the company of the Mahatma, unless we go
to any Satsang, all that will not be
counted and we will not be able to
improve our life. If we will get ourselves improved, if we will get anything, that will happen only after
we go in the company of the Mahatma and in the Satsang.
In the Satsang Mahatmas always
emphasize doing Simran and Bhajan, and They emphasize the necessity of having the living Master.
Because without the Master we cannot get the Naam, and without the
meditation of Naam we cannot get
liberation.
The perfect Masters do not carry
signboards around Their necks [saying] that They are the perfect Ones.
SANT BANI

When we go to the Masters we
should see whether that Master, that
Saint, has done any sacrifice in His
life to achieve God, whether He has
spent His days and nights in search
for God, whether He has done the
meditation and has borne the pain
of the meditation.
We should be patient and centered if we want to find the perfect
Master. We should not get involved
in the parties and things like that. If
we are really after the perfect Master, if we are really after getting the
real knowledge of the Path, and if
we are centered, and if we are patient, then definitely we will be led
to the perfect Master. It is not an
ordinary thing to become a disciple
of the perfect Master. You can read
the histories, the life sketches of the
great Mahatmas, and you will find
that all those Mahatmas Who attained the highest position, Who
achieved God, did so by spending
Their days and nights in meditation
and by making many sacrifices in
Their lives. It is not an ordinary
thing to achieve God and to become
perfect in this Path. It is not like
visiting your aunt's home. It is
something which demands your own
life. It demands total surrender.
Kabir Sahib says, "0 Kabir, all
this world is happy because they
sleep and eat. Only poor Kabir is
unhappy because He stays awake in
the Remembrance of the Lord."
So we should also do Satsang.
What is the purpose of doing the
October / November 1999

Satsang? W e should remove the
faults and impurities from our within by doing the Satsang. If we are
determined to give up our faults say, one fault for one Satsang then after attending a couple of Satsangs you will become faultless, because there are only a few major
faults which we all have, and if we
promise ourselves that we will remove one fault for every Satsang,
then we can become faultless in no
time.
What is the right way of attending the Satsang? When we come to
the Satsang we should not listen to
Satsang from the right ear and let
it out from the left ear. We should
keep it within us; we should not
only listen to what is being said in
the Satsang, we should do that, also.
In Rajasthan there is a saying that
when the officials come then everything is all settled, but when they
leave, it is again like it was before.
Life is very precious, so we
should utilize it and we should make
it successful. You know how our
Beloved Master gave us the matter
of keeping the account of our faults
by maintaining the diary. But what
do we people do? We go on committing the sins and go on marking
it on the diary. But this is not the
way to keep the diary. Keeping the
diary means that once you have
made any mistake you should not
repeat it.
Once Guru Gobind Singh went
to some village and He told the peo-

ple there that they should keep an
account of all the sins and mistakes
which they were doing. They replied, "Master, we are illiterate, we
do not know how to read or write,
so how can we keep the account?"
Guru Gobind Singh said, "Well, if
you cannot read or write, you can
do at least this thing: when you realize that you have done this mistake or sin, then take one stone and
put it on one side, and go on adding
to those stones as you go on adding
to your sins, and then you will know
how many sins you have done, and
in that way you can keep an account of it."
So when they started doing that,
at the end of every day they would
find a big pile of stones, and then
they realized how many sins they
were doing. All of them got together
and they said, "Master is saying that
whatever karma we are doing we
have to pay for it, and we are doing
so many sins. How are we going to
get liberation if we have to remain
in this world to pay off all these
karmas? What should be done?"
Then they decided that it was
better not to do any mistakes, because they wanted liberation in this
lifetime, and in order to get that they
should not do any sins, and when
they would not do any sins then they
would not have to worry about keeping the accounts. They were deter-

mined, so they didn't obey their
minds, and they became free from
faults; they stopped doing the mistakes.
After some time when Guru Gobind Singh visited that village again,
He asked them, "Did you keep the
accounts? What happened?" They
replied, "Master, one day we kept
the account and at the end of that
day we saw that there were so many
stones, which meant that we had
made so many mistakes. Then we
thought that it is not good for us,
because we will have to pay for it,
so we have decided not to make any
mistakes, and since then we have
not made any mistakes."
So I mean to say that whatever
sin or whatever mistake we have
done today, we should not do that
again, because life is very precious,
we don't have much time. And since
we are learned people we can keep
the account, and we should not obey
our mind and we should not go on
doing the bad things. We should
never obey our mind, we should always obey our Master, because if
we obey our mind then we have to
make our sense organs work for us,
and in that way we always lose.
Don't obey your mind. If you will
not obey your mind then the sense
organs will not work, and in that
way you will never do any bad
thing.
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The Real Hunger
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
A great yearning is within me to
meet the Beloved;
How can Ifind the Perfect Master so as to,fulfill my desire?
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ARJANSAHIBtells us of this
strong desire to meet the Lord,
which lies deep within the soul. What
are the means for realizing this desire?
We must first decide if that yearning is
really there or not. No doubt the tongue
does declare it, and the mind agrees, but
usually the heart really desires only the
world and worldly things.
Comb your heart thoroughly to find
out exactly what it really wants, and you
will see that out of a whim, sheep-like,
you follow others who say they are seeking the Truth: but this is not truly wanting the Lord. If the heart truly desires,
the prayer springs forth without effort,
like an overflowing expression which
cannot be controlled or stopped, and the
heart cries out, "0Lord, 0 Master, give
me this thing!" See for yourself, when
we want something how we cry for it in the night, thro~lghoutour sleep, and in
all our waking hours. Every moment is
spent concentrating on the desire for that
worldly wish; automatically and with
each breath the prayer springs forth from
that heart which is deep within us -the
URU

This talk was first printed in the May
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soul. This is the condition of most of us.
When the heart sincerely pleads for
something, that prayer is accepted by
the Lord; but the trouble is that usually
the heart does not want what the tongue
is aslung for. We are not true to ourselves. If only we were sincere, with the
tongue, heart, and mind all wanting the
same thing, we would get our wish, without doubt. Our prayers reflect our desires - mostly all for worldly things;
and our heart responds to this. We consider God to be some useful benefactor;
and as long as He helps us achieve what
we want, then we believe there is a God;
but if we do not get our own way, then
God becomes a doubtful factor.
Majnu, the famous Persian lover, for
whom all the world and all religion existed only in his beloved Laila, was once
told by someone, "Majnu, God wishes
to meet you." He replied, "If God wants
to meet me, He will have to come in the
form of Laila." He could not even accept God without his beloved Laila. We
also will not accept God unless He conforms to our desires; all our remembrances of Him are for the sake of the world.
Surely, when someone like Majnu dies,
would he not get Laila instead of God?
It is all a play of the heart. When the
cry comes forth from a true heart, then
God prepares the way for granting the
wish. It has been very beautifully expressed in the Gurbani: The prayer which
is true is heard by God, and He brings

that child unto Himself so that He may
listen to him. When tongue, mind, and
heart become one, that is true: all else is
untrue. illusion, falseness. Secondly, one
should wait. If a prayer comes from such
a child, the Lord makes that child sit
beside Him. and then says, "Ask, child,
for whatever you want."
Whether or not the heart can truly
desire the Lord is a deep question. There
was a true devotee named Namdev, and
it is said that the balcony of his house
collapsed with want of repair; so his relatives told him to get a carpenter to do
the work. He went the next day to seek
the carpenter; but being a true devotee,
he started thinking only of the Lord, and
in so doing forgot all else and sat down
quietly in His remembrance. When he
arose, it was late evening, and he returned home. His people naturally asked
what had happened about the carpenter.
Namdev said, "Oh, I forgot. but I will
bring him tomorrow." Many days then
passed in the same fashion, and finally
the exasperated members of his family
protested and threatened him. "If you do
not get the carpenter today. you will get
a very rough reception on your return."
This is what is meant by. Devotees and
the world can never meet. Anyway,
Narndev promised that he would really
bring the carpenter that day without fail.
We must remember that lovers and devotees cannot be forced to accept a certain attitude to life. for they are intoxicated in the object of their heart's
attachment. So once again Namdev lost
himself in God's remembrance, and
when he opened his eyes it was evening.
He thought, "Well, now they will treat
me very badly," but he started homeward philosophically accepting all that
the Lord sent with a grateful heart. How-
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ever, God had seen His devotee's difficulties and had Himself gone to Namdev's house in the disguise of the carpenter and in one day had completed all
the repairs. One can imagine what beautiful work had been accomplished. by
the Lord's own hand. When Namdev arrived at the house. he at once recognized the fine work and realized what
had happened. There is a Persian saythe
ing: Only the bulbul can u~idersta~zd
bulbul's language. [A bulbul is a bird
with a very happy song.] The eye of a
true devotee can easily recognize the
handiwork of his Master. Even before
Namdev entered the house. neighbors
called to him to ask where he had found
such a competent carpenter. and what
his wages were. etc. Namdev laughed
joyfully and replied that that particular
Carpenter's wages are paid in love! They
did not fully understand this but they
asked how they could get hold of him.
Namdev said. "Break away from (gain
detachment from) the world and the family, and then my Carpenter will come."
When one has broken all attachments.
He will come without askmg. Of course.
Namdev was one of the few true devotees of God. He did not ask God to help
him, but God Himself is concerned for
those who are true to Him. I can quote
an instance from my own life. during
Hazur's lifetime. when my son fell seriously ill. (He was about 18 years old at
the time.) The doctors told me that his
condition was dangerous. and that I
should take leave from my work for three
days and remain with him. for he might
die at any minute. So I naturally did as
they advised. but Sunday fell within
those three days, and I was detailed by
my Master to hold the Satsang in Amritsar every Sunday. The doctor had told
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me not the leave my son's bedside; but I
thought, "To whom does this child belong? The Guru knows everything; I
should do the work that He has given
me." So I went to Amritsar and held the
Satsang there. After the Satsang I remembered that Amritsar was halfway to
Beas, and my heart said, "Why not have
the Master's darshan before returning
home?" So I caught a train to Beas and
reached there about 1.30 p.m. It was a
very hot summer season, and Hazur was
upstairs; but when he heard 1 had come
he called me to his room. He was lying
on his bed resting, but when I entered
the room he sat up and asked me, "What
is the condition of the boy?" The Masters know everything. I replied, "Hazur,
he is seriously ill; but as I understood
your orders were to go to the Satsang, I
considered that more important." Hazm
became very quiet and looked quite sorrowful, and I said, "Hazur, why are you
in such a mood, when the slightest
thought of you can make one forget all
sorrows?" He said, "Well, you have taken the load off your head, and now I
must bear the burden myself." On returning home I found my son was all
right and his condition had not deteriorated as the doctors had thought. These
are the ways of Perfect Masters; this is
their greatness. So I may say that if you
leave everything to Him, placing yourself completely in His hands, He will do
all your work.
He will come to the heart that truly
yearns for Him. Even if the heart is even
slightly turned to Him, He will look after you. But for the heart that truly yearns
in all fullness, what can stop His coming? In the Gurbani it states that the
Merciful Lord has given orders for whatever the child requests to be granted.
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The true child desires only this happiness: that his herrrt may reside in Thy
lotzls feet. Also in the Koran it is written: I will give whatever he wants. All
Masters have said the same thing in different languages. If the desire in the heart
is really strong, then most definitely we
can realize the lord; when there is the
pain of true desire in our cries. When
the heart is filled with worldly desires,
physical comforts and earthly relationships, then where would the Lord take
up residence? The tongue speaks of God,
and outwardly we bow down and worship all manner of images and conceptions of God; but our family and others
live in our hearts. Man was intended to
be a temple of God true enough, but he
has himself made the human form a
temple filled with lifeless perishable
images. How can the Lord manifest in
such a place?
When the voice of true yearning
springs forth in desperation, then what
are the means of realizing God? He Himself extends His mercy and leads the
seeking soul to the Living Master - the
Master-soul who has already realized
Him. The tiny cries from an ant can reach
Him more quickly then the loud trumpeting of the elephant - we must simply have the true yearning in the heart,
that is all. He hears, He is in each and
every being, He is not far away beyond
the skies - He is the very soul of our
soul. By His mercy, the Satguru is met,
and this is the greatest good fortune that
one can receive. We meet that Mastersoul when the Lord Himself so desires.
And as we do not know the Lord, so we
cannot know the Master either. By the
guidance of someone with eyes, can the
blind man find that which he seeks . He
whose inner eye is not open is at the
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level of mind and senses: he cannot see
the Lord working at the human pole.
Such a person can have no conception
of that higher power working there. and
so for him the human pole is merely a
man. You will remember that during the
life of Guru Nanak, he was called one
who is misguided. By whom? By those
whose eye was closed. So we can meet
the Lord only through a competent Master. If the word "competent" is used. it
means that there are those who are incompetent also. You should be aware
that the world is full of such so-called
masters; you can pick up a stone and
find some guru, sadhu, or saint underneath. A truly competent Guru - a realized sou1 - who has become one with
the Greater Soul. is very. very rare. It is
not a mere acting and posing. and cannot be denoted by merely changing the
outer appearance and by wearing garments of various shapes and hues. It is a
question of competency.
It is the mandate from God that without a Satguru realization is not achieved.
The Lord Himself has made the law:
that without a Perfect Master, He will
never be realized. It is a fundamental
law - nothing to do with delivering
lectures. reading scriptures and other
books, or thinlung. Absolutely not. Realization is a matter of practical experience alone. Neither can He be realized
through outer demonstrations, rites and
rituals. building fine palaces and temples, or extensive expansion of religious
organizations. To know a true Master.
there is but one criterion, through which
none can be deceived. A true Master
will give something - something to start
with by which one is fully convinced of
His competency. Do you understand
this? It must be some small experience
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at least. of the i m e r knowledge. And
that is given when? When your heart
turns in that direction. If one has only
curiosity or a motive to test only. and
has no sincere desire. then no experience will be gained.
During Hazur's lifetime. he was once
told of a man who had discovered the
secret words which the Master gives only
at Initiation on the Inner Path. and Hazur was asked what would happen in
such a case. Hazur replied by giving an
example of a dog who wanders through
a cotton field. and asked if that dog. by
merely passing through the field. comes
out with a suit on? A person may by
chance hear Master's Initiation: but how
can he benefit if the Master has not accepted him. and he received none of the
Master's attention? This whole spiritual
science is of attention. A single loving
and purposeful glance from the Master
is enough to lift the living force within a
person.
We saw. when sitting at Hazur's feet.
that many learned pundits came to him.
Such persons do come to God-realized
men. usually to argue on various points.
We saw that they came and sat proudly
-even arrogantly -proud of their great
learning. So great was their pride that
they could not listen to the Master's
words. Hazur would often say. "Brothers, you also travel within as I do. so
why not travel inside together. instead
of arguing here outside?"
One day. a certain well known philosopher named Kartar Singh Nabina.
who was blind. came to Hazur's Satsang, and the attendants guided him to
the front row of the Sangat. After the
Satsang. he remarked to Hazur. "Maharaj, I am one whose speeches have astounded the whole country. and before
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whom when lecturing none could stand
and speak against; but today I have sat
at your feet, and I feel like a small child
at nursery school." The God-realized
man's talk is so simple, clear, and accurate that it immediately affects the receptive heart. There is a great difference
between the words of a realized soul
and those which come from an empty
vessel. Listen to the Saint's true words,
for He speaks of what He sees.
The eye of the Master is so developed that God is really apparent to him,
everywhere. Nanak's Lord is apparent.
How then can the Master look down on
anyone? With one Light the whole world
was created; Who is good and who is
bad? Their great love is for all; and this
is another criterion found in a realized
person. They have no jealousy, no desire to fight or quarrel with anyone. They
have love even for those who have declared themselves enemies.
When they asked Christ how they
should treat each other, he requested
them to repeat what Moses had told them
to do; and they said that Moses had said
to give an eye for an eye, a tooth for a
toot1z.l Jesus then explained that those
instructions conformed to the extreme
hard-heartedness of the people living at
that time.2 When the people asked Jesus
for His advice on the subject. He quoted
Moses' higher teaching, Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyseK3 and still further, Love thine e n e n ~ i e s . ~
1. Exodus 21:24.
2. Cf. Matthew 19:8. These regulations of

Moses were restraining measures, so
that the people would not do anything
worse.
3. Leviticus 19:18; Matthew 22:39.
4. Matthew 5:44.
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In Hazur's time, there were those
working to damage the spiritual cause;
they would even give public talks against
Him, and when they came to Beas they
would have the effrontery to take their
meals from the Dera's kitchen. Someone complained about this, but He said,
"That's all right; let them eat." No one
was ever refused food. This is another
simple example of a true Master's love
for all men. He has no hatred or vengeance, and wishes only the welfare of
those who would do damage. In due
course of time, the very people who had
worked against Hazur began to respect
him; a respect that has not failed up to
now. Truth is truth, after all.
It appears that the whole world is
shopping around for one worldly thing
or another. All is forgotten in the stomach's affairs. However, sometimes,
somewhere, a person with true thoughts,
a true lover of God, can be found. Nevertheless. such people are very rare. The
holy places are filled with worshiping
people, who pray, read, and discuss the
religious books; but if one looks into
their hearts one sees what they want they are in remembrance of the Lord,
but for the world's sake. Excuse me, but
we would like to make God into a
catspaw; we have no real desire for Him
in our hearts. Firstly then, we should
know that whatever desire lies in our
hearts will be fulfilled; there is no doubt
about this. I have quoted from various
scriptures. and in a common-sense fashion placed the facts before you. If today
we are not getting God-realization, what
is the reason? The reason is that we are
not really desiring it - desiring it with
the heart, mind, and tongue. We have no
truth on the tongue, and we do not receive the gift.
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If you stand in the doorway of your
house and tell your friend to enter, but
you do not stand aside that he may pass
through. then how do you expect hini to
come in? Pray and wait; the Lord is not
deaf. He knows where our attention wanders to; He knows our each and every
whim. Place your desire before Him, and
await His pleasure. He who is the true
Doer sees our desires. A child's father
may know that the stubborn child wants
a certain thing, but he will not grant i t if
that thing will not give the child any
benefit and will bring only misery and
loss. Many a desire has been fulfilled,
only to leave behind a bitter taste, flavored with regret. So what is the highest
prayer? Ask Him for Himself, or ask
Him for that which He knows is best for
you. Just leave everything to Him and
you will succeed in all things.
In this hymn, Guru Arjm describes

how the yearning in his heart to meet
the Lord has become a ruling passion in
his life. - "0 Lord, when will I meet a
Perfect Master'!" When he reaches the
height of tire Most High, only the11 will
he know tiw High One. How can material eyes see that which is fine, pure, and
imperishable (Ag~rrn)?Looking into the
atmosphere, little is seen of what it contains; but that does not mean it contains
nothing. Whatever is there is very
minute, and either the eyes must become
deeply perceiving, or the atmospherical
content must be enlarged to the grosser
vision of the eye. The latter can easily
be achieved with the aid of a microscope, and thereby within the range of
the human eyesight the tiny microbes
present in the atmosphere can be seen.
Sin~ilarly,those whose inner sight has
developed can see the Lord. S o we
should find that kind of competent spiriSANT BANI

tual Master who can develop our inner
sight to that range of refinement which
reveals the Truth. Only then can our true
work be done.
Furthermore, I want to tell you that
the status of gurus varies. I have already
mentioned those who act and pose and
wear different outer garbs; leave these
aside, for the world is full of them. We
find also the gurus of the religions, those
with outer knowledge, who teach morals and customs. This is good work, for
man is a social being and needs social
guidance. Human beings must live together in society and for that the existing social or religious orders are necessary; if it were not for these, new ones
would have to be created. It is better for
a man to remain associated with that
order into which he was born, and in
those very circumstances make his life
pure, chaste, and righteous. If even these
gurus of the outer knowledge would
teach that knowledge correctly, then people would become happy and peace-loving. Here in India, for example, so many
problems have arisen out of a separate
Pakistan; this and other similar social
situations arise out of the lack of proper
teachings and an excess of narrow-mindedness, even though the tenets of all religions uphold the fact that we are all
children of the one Father. Gurbani tells
us: One Father, and we are His children; and the Koran says, We are all
members of the same family. All true
Masters have taught this basic fact; and
if He is in every human being, then why
all the conflict and enmity? The teachers of all religions teach the same thing,
and that alone should be enough to quell
any suspicion of argument or fighting.
Each religion teaches its followers not
to think ill of anyone, not to steal, to
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make one's life good and pure and
chaste, to serve others selflessly, to have
no hatred in the heart, to love all men. If
only these tenets were taught accurately
and strictly adhered to, the world would
be a far better place than it is at present.
But all these fine ethics are not
enough for higher spiritual knowledge.
There is a higher type of Guru: the Guru
that teaches an inner knowledge, without which the continuance of birth and
death in this worldly existence cannot
cease. While this inner knowledge the Knowledge of the Beyond - remains unknown, no real spiritual
progress can be gained. The world then
is full of teachers - Sadhus, mahatmas,
rishis, munis, etc. - but one who has
actually experienced the Truth is very
rare and hard to find. You still remember that King Janak sought far and long,
and eventually he found but one man
with this kind of knowledge. Those who
were present at the Kmg's initiation were
astounded to witness that such experience could be received in but a short
space of time. If during those days, when
Spirituality was on a very high level in
India, only a single exponent of the inner science could be found - Ashtavakra - do you think there are thousands scattered around the earth today,
in this age?
It is true that the more really spiritual souls there are in the world, the more
grace and joy and happiness there is.
They can easily be recognized once they
are found: they have true love for God,
and their ruling passion is a love for
God and not for the world. Unless one
has found such a Master, there is no real
spiritual progress. One may ask where
such a Guru can be found. Well, he will
not be a prisoner of any particular reli-
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gion or country; he may be born in any
religion, and in any social status. Ravidas was born in a cobbler's family. And
Kabir came into a weaver's home; and
other Masters into other different circumstances, but that made no distinction, for wherever the Light came, so
the moths flew to it. There is absolutely
no question of high and low where true
Masters are concerned. for wherever
knowledge is, knowledge will be available. Everything else is merely a waste
of one's precious time here.
When I was young I used to read the
Guru Granth Sahib [the Sikh scriptures
or Gurbani] by talung a single verse to
study, and would grasp its meaning fully before going on to the next verse.
This lund of ardent concentration is due
to past background. During the study of
these great scriptures. again and again I
read the advice that one should meet a
Guru. So frequently was this advice repeated that I began to pray, "0 Lord, I
might or might not meet a true Guru,
and in the search I might accept someone who has never reached Thy presence and my life will then be wasted. In
the past, Thou hast showered direct mercy upon great devotees like Dhru and
Prahlad; canst Thou not be pleased to do
so today?" It became the greatest torment in my heart. I knew that I could
never meet the Lord without a living
Master or Guru, but I feared that I would
meet one who would turn out to be nothing but a worldly man. The yearning
however became overpowering, and I
did continue the search and met many
people, but finally with His Grace I came
to Hazur. This outer meeting happened
in 1924, although he had been appearing
to me in my meditations within since
1917. I had considered at first that Guru
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Nanak had come. and in those days I
wrote a poem. telling of my meeting
with Guru Nanak and the beauty of his
countenance. I received daily guidance
from within for seven years. and traveled with Him in the realms Beyond.
When in 1924 I met Hazur. I recognized
Hazur to be my inner Master who had
been appearing to me within. So I am
explaining that God does hear our cries
-the cries from the true heart. Why
should He not listen if one is sincere?
On meeting Hazur physically. I asked
him. "Master. why such a long delay
before this meeting?" He replied that it
was the most opportune time.
Remember. these perfect people are
not just a body. The Master is that Power which is in all creation - worlung
through a human pole. There are three
phases of the Master. One is that Power
in the physical form. which we call guru.
meaning teacher: who teaches us an ethical way of life. and who has real human
sympathy. The Guru is human. that
weaker souls may gain strength and faith.
On the outer level, he is a man. truly and
completely - another phase. But he is
not these alone; He is also something
else; and when one rises above the body
consciousness, sees him within. and converses with him within. one knows him
as a Gurudev, which is the inner Radiant
Form of the Master. When the disciple
of a true Master takes initiation. learns
how to rise above the body at will, and
reaches the feet of the Radiant Form of
the Master and converses with him. then
that disciple becomes a gurusikh. The
Master's Radiant Form accompanies the
disciple from this stage onward, through
each plane, until the disciple blends into
or merges with the Sat Purush - the
True One or Ultimate Lord. That same
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Power which works in the world is
known also as Sntguru - the physical
form in which that Power has manifested. So you can understand how the
Satguru is always complete -he is overflowing with completeness. That completeness would not be there if he were
merely a physical form. Man cannot understand the Satguru; what to speak of
the Ultimate Lord? Satguru pervades all
creation.
You can take the life of any Master,
in whom the ruling passion for God has
been fully developed, and you will find
that he lived in torment until he realized
Him. All Masters go through such torment, for it heralds the coming of the
Lord. To see a blossom-laden tree brings
a joyful hope to the heart, an indication
of the promise of a fruitful harvest. Overcast skies announce the advent of refreshing rain. So the heart which is overburdened with deep sorrow, agony.
torment, and yearning of separation from
the Lord, can rejoice in the knowledge
that these signs herald His early arrival.
There was once a Muslim mendicant
woman named Rabia Basri, whose life
was filled with constant heartache over
the separation from the Lord. She would
read the Lord's namaz (prayers) from
very early in the morning all through the
day, and when night asrived she would
rest and sleep for half an hour, and then
start the namaz again. Some interested
people asked her if the Lord came to her
before her prayer or after the prayers,
and she replied, "Brothers, the Lord
comes before I start to pray." They were
insistent to know how she knew this,
and she said, "When a strong wave of
sorrow and yearning and helpless restlessness comes over me, then I know
that He has come to push me forward."
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So such experiences announce the Lord's
early arrival. You can read more about
this in the biographies of Masters. From
a very early age, worldly affairs held no
interest for Guru Nanak, and his father,
observing the boy's condition, sent him
on a holy pilgrimage. When Nanak returned home, his sadness had if anything increased; he went to bed and lay
there and would not get up. He was the
only son of his parents, and they were
naturally very worried. Actually, Guru
Nanak's attention was withdrawn; but
they thought he was sick, and summoned
a doctor. During the examination, the
doctor felt Nanak's pulse, and you can
read Guru Nanak's remarks in his hymn:
The doctor was called and felt my pulse;
The poor innocent doctor knows not that
pain lies in my heart. And further on Go, doctor, to your home; I am intoxicated in the thoughts of my Beloved.
Longing for the Lord should be of immense magnitude: either from the past
impressions, or from sincere desire in
the present life. If in such a condition
you then meet the Master, your work
will reap achievement. Those who are
themselves imprisoned in the cage of
the body and mind cannot possibly bring
any soul above that level of body and
mind. So in this hymn, Guru Arjan
stresses this intense yearning.
A child is not amused by play
when he is Izungry for food.

A mother might try to amuse a child by
giving him toys, or playing with him,
but if the child is hungry he will not be
satisfied with any attempt to humor him.
When he gets the milk, only then does
Continued on page 26

I Want to See Your Eyes
Master Ajaib - Sant Ji
At Your call we have come, we are Your dear ones,
we come from far away and at Your door we are sitting.
Men and women from different societies and colors,
for Your divine love we are united.
Our hearts suffer from Your absence, have pity on us.
Here we are all together Hindus and westerners,
suffering from the separation and orphans of Your divine love.
0 Master! Gurudev of our hearts.
We wander alone on the streets of the world,
without knowing where to go, we feel like orphans.
We look and look . . . maybe we will see You.
We wish very much to see You again. See Your radiant form,
see You walk amongst us, see Your white turban,
Your radiant beard and Your loving eyes.
Your eyes emit happiness, goodness, love and limitless mercy.
Your darshan inspires in us, Your lost souls,
feelings of love, tolerance, and mercy toward everyone.
Your darshan makes us alive, beautiful and harmonious.
We remember You, Sant Ji. Your immense love flows over us.
Our eyes are full of tears, when we remember You.
The yearning is great, the time of separation is too long,
we are Your orphans, please, remember us.
Sant Ji, our inseparable Master, great Lord of Love,
have pity on Your beloved children, great is our pain.
Our devotion is not as big as Your love for us.
Come Ajaib, come again to us in Your new suit,
come please, we are suffering from the separation.
We are crying because of Your absence.
We cry in the Satsang, we cry in the meditation,
we cry in the house, we cry in the streets.
We cry every time that we remember You,
our heart cries, the pain is great and deep.
0 my Lord! Lord of the stars, Lord of the ants, our Lord.
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Do You not hear our cry?
Forgive our faults. 0 Beloved Ajaib, hear our prayer.
0 Almighty we are abandoned,
the Negative Power has trapped us.
0 Beloved Ajaib, take care of our souls, have mercy on us.
We ask You, we pray to You: Come now,
we cannot be without YOUany longer.
We are all of only one race, one devotion, one cry,
shower Your grace, give us Your darshan,
Gurudev Ajaib, have pity on us.
The deep cry of our heart shakes us,
our soul is sad without You Ajaib.
Beloved Master, come, come, come again.
I want to see Your eyes.
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Coiztinued from page 23
he become quite content. Guru Arjan is
describing his own condition, which is
like that hungry child, who will not be
satisfied until he is fed. Worldly toys.
etc.. can give no real satisfaction - if a
true yearning is awakened in a person's
heart. can he ever desire the worldly
things again? Never. Guru Ramdas tells
us that if one took all the pearls from the
oceans and the diamonds from the earth.
and all the gold, silver and various other
precious things, and made a huge pile of
all this, then you might ask a true lover
of God if he would like to have it as a
gift, and he would not care to even glance
at such worldly treasures. If our yearning is not as strong as this, then we cannot be successful in our aim.
Once two seekers went to a Master
for initiation. The Master was bathing in
the river at the time. and he invited the
two to bathe also. When they joined the
Master in the water. he took hold of one
and grasping his head held it under the
water for many seconds. The man of
course struggled for breath, and when
the Master pulled him up he was gasping. The Master said, "Listen carefully,
child. If your yearning for God is as
strong as your desire for breath, then
you may come to me: otherwise go on
your way." Just tell me. how many of us
have this kind of yearning for the Lord?
He will most decidedly come to the one
in whom this true desire is born. Wherever fire burns, oxygen is there to help
increase the flame - without any effort
- this is a natural law. and God's spiritual laws are natural too.
Hazrat Junaid Sahib. who was born
in Persia, was once out riding near the
River Dajla. His horse suddenly refused
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to continue in the same direction. so
Junaid Sahib allowed the horse his
head saying. "God is everywhere: let us
see where you will take me." The horse
quickly galloped toward a nearby hill
and then stopped at a certain place.
Junaid Sahib dismounted and thought.
"Now what kind of God's wonder will I
see?" He saw that a man was sitting
nearby. In the course of conversation
with him. Junaid Sahib discovered that
the man had been in search of a true
Master for years. without any success.
until he had finally decided to sit in one
place constantly and if his yearning was
strong enough then the Lord would come
to him. Hence the reason for him sitting
in that wild and lonely spot. After some
further conversation, Hazrat Junaid gave
him the blessing of initiation: and as he
prepared to leave, he gave the man his
address. saying. "Remember my address.
and if you ever need me you may come
there." The man quite casually replied.
"Oh. as you were dragged here today. so
you will come again."
The torment and agony of separation
is most necessary. God is not far away:
He is within you: so leave all so-called
gurus - excuse me. but leave them.
You can only be helped in this particular work by those who are true.
One morning in Amritsar I was with
Hazur in the home of one Lala Duni
Chand, when a certain Sikh gentleman
arrived. I asked him where he had come
from. and he replied. "Last night. Hazur
came to my house and told me to come
here and meet him." In reply to my further questions. he said. "No. I have never met Hazur before."' When Hazur saw
1. Hazur had appeared at the man's house

while physically in another place.
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him he said, "Oh, so you have come,
brother!" He who stands on the peak of
a hill can easily survey the whole surrounding district, and can detect by the
rising smoke any fire which may be blazing. So the true Master sees all, and
makes the arrangement for the meeling.
Only such a competent type of personality can truly be called a Guru, Master,
Mahatma, etc.
Mother, the hunger in me cannot
be satisfied
Though you serve one hundred
dishes
One's mother can offer a whole sumptuous meal of various different dishes, but
of what use are they to him who hungers
for the Lord? One thousand worldly attractions cannot give the satisfaction
gained from the Guru. Great is the love
of a parent, but the Guru's love exceeds
that of thousands of mothers and fathers
put together. His love is unselfish -his
every moment reflects the wish in his
heart for his children to stand spiritually
on their own two feet.
One night. some years ago, I was in
Hazur's presence on his roof-terrace.
Graciously, he would always call me to
him whenever I arrived. He was alone
on this occasion and I bowed before him
where he was reclining on a bed. I asked
him, "Hazur, it is all right for those who
have learned to stand on their feet and
walk around, but what will happen to
those who have not learned to move at
all?" Hazur sat up and said, "Kirpal
Singh, do you want me to stop giving
initiation?" I replied, "No indeed, Hazur." Baba Sawan Singh Ji then said, "Is
there any father who does not want to
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see his children stand on their feet? Never even think that he who has given the
initiation has no mercy; he is waiting for
the time when they will reach his feet."
Even now I can stress that although
Hazur has left the physical form, he is
never far away. Whosoever initiates the
child, sits within him always. The Master is constantly with you in this world
- and also when you leave the world
during life, or at the time of death, and
after. It is the greatest of good fortune to
meet such a Guru. Hazur was not just a
physical form: but we lived in a delusion. He would give many small examples, like: "If your chair breaks, you look
for a carpenter to repair it; and if your
bed breaks, again you seek the carpenter; and if the doors or windows need
repairing, you are again loolung for the
carpenter. Would it not be better to keep
the carpenter living in your house?"
So become a gurusikh - when the
Guru appears within you, you have become a disciple of the Guru. He is always with you, but he must become manifest within. Hazur would say that the
Guru can be likened to a veiled woman
who stands in the doorway. She cannot
come outside, and if she hears the child
crying from very far away she lets him
cry; but if the child comes near to the
door and cries, she takes hold of him
and drags him inside. At this very moment the Guru is standing at the door
behind the two eyebrows; he is there
just waiting to pull you inside. Sit at the
door and do Simran - the only difficulty you have is that you do not give
enough time to learn how to sit there.
And He is just waiting for the time when
His children will come unto Him.

Printed below is the text o f a letter from Sant Ji
to one of His disciples in Colombia -

February 17,1977
M y Most Beloved Daughter,
Received your loving letter and noted its contents. I
w a s happy t o know that twenty-two souls get together
in Bucaramanga and meditate on Shabd Naam. They
are the fortunate ones.
M y dear, 1 know Dr. Cristobal Molina from many
lives. He is a very good soul and has come into this
world with many other Saints. He has not gone a w a y
from you. All of you love him truly and should call him
t o your satsang eventually. That will help all.
You and everybody should tuy t o become a true disciple like Dr. Molina. He w h o goes within and witnesses
the Truth is a true disciple. You are a fortunate one t o
get the opportunity of doing the seva of Satsang. You
were fortunate t o get the company of a true meditator
like Dr. Molina and so, from you, the fragrance of Naam
should come. Do Bhajan and Simran regularly and Master is always helping you. Set an example for others.
You will get His grace and help through meditation.
Master used t o say, "Leave a thousand urgent works
and meditate." W i t h full love and devotion, do Bhajan
and Simran.
I send much much love t o you and all the satsangis.
W i t h all His love,
Dass Ajaib Singh
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"It Takes A Cuckoo Bird to Know
A Cuckoo Bird"
glimpses of the life of a meditator-disciple

In Memory of Dr. Crist6bal Molina, 1919 - 1999
The following comments are from a
Satsang at Sant Bani Ashram in
Sanbornton, NH, on October 24,
1999. Joe Gelbard began, saying,
"This past week, Dr. Molina, Master's Representative for the South
American sangat, left the body on
Monday night (October 18) . . ."
He then read the following from an
early account in the March 1977
Sant Bani Magazine.

*

*

*

During a walk talk, Sant Ji said,
"You know the cuckoo bird? Yes?
It takes a cuckoo bird to know a
cuckoo bird, and although a crow
may look similar, he will never
know the cuckoo." At one point He
put His arm around Dr. Molina and
the other around Pathi Ji. There is
a beautqul story about how Pathi
Ji sought Him out at the very beginning, and it was a very beautiful
picture. The night before He had
said that Pathi Ji was the first to
find Him on the outside and that
Dr. Molina was the first tofind Him
on the inside. Then He said that
Dr. Molina was not a new companion and that he had been with Him
for many births. It was so very
sweet. (This is from Don Macken's
journal from February 1977.)
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And another excerpt: So this day,
rather than ask each one of us about
our meditation, He started right into
His talk. And a most intoxicating
talk it was. He started by relating
that Dr. Molina had been with Him
many times before, and that suchlike souls in the staff o f t h e Master
come from Such Khand; that He
was not praising Dr. Molina, but
was just explaining the truth. The
talk then turned to reincarnation,
and stories of His own real and foster parents.

*

*

*

Joe Gelbard continued: "He was my
father-in-law, so I definitely had opportunity to spend time around Dr.
Molina, although I can't say that I
knew him very well. There was always a language barrier. But I
would always hear little tidbits of
stories, how he was looking forward
to going to such and such a place
where he could be by himself so he
could put in nine or ten hours a day
of meditation. Or he would talk
about how happy he was with the
schedule that he'd been on for a
while where he would go to bed
really early, at six or seven, and get
up at midnight and meditate for six
hours. And he would say, "Isn't that
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a great way to start the day?" . . .
The effect that his depth of faith in
the Master and devotion had on the
South American disciples, on his
family, and on all of us, is incalculable. And that's the way that he'll
be missed . . . He had been ill, and
he's content now, but our loss is
not having someone like him who
was s o strong, in our midst. His encouragement was always to do more
meditation, . . . and that was what
he devoted himself to. Whatever
problem was being talked about, his
advice was always, "Do more meditation, d o the meditation." And he
did that by example.

*

*

*

Next, Ed Molinu ttrlkcd ubout his
fathc.r's I$(>:
Papa was born in 19 19 in a very
small hamlet, about a dozen houses,
on the ridge of a mountain. He was
the youngest of five, four brothers
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and one sister. Life was very difficult there and his mother worked
very hard. They had a little shop, a
little store. They made bread. They
made meals for everybody, and then
the great depression came in and it
was even harder. Someone told
Grandma to take the children to a
bigger town because they were quite
intelligent and they should get some
education. S o she packed everybody
and left for a bigger town; it took
them three days on horseback. S h e
put them in school and still everyone had to g o to work. Papa was
able to start high school when he
was twenty two years old and it was
thanks to his older brother Renardo. He put both of them, my uncle
Louis and Papa, through school and
through medical school later on.
Papa used to room with Louis at
that Lime and even though the rent
was only five pesos a month they
SANT B A N I

didn't have that money. They didn't
even have any money to buy a meal.
So they went out for a walk to see
if they could figure a way to solve
the problem, and as they were walking there on the sidewalk there was
a one peso bill. They picked it up
and continued on, and they found
another one, and another one, and
when they had about fifteen pesos
collected that way, Papa turned to
Louis and said, "Well, we better
turn around and go back because
we have enough right now. We
might run into the person who is
dropping all this money." And I'm
pretty sure that if they had continued on they probably would have
run into Sawan Singh, but it was
not the time for them to get to know
Him.
So he graduated from medical
school. He met my mother, "Kita."
They were married and raised a
family but things were still very difficult. He would get posted out in
the rural areas, and so the family
would stay in town and he would
be gone for three to six months at a
time - that was his work. That's
what he could do. He was not
pleased being just a general physician or a surgeon, so he went back
to school, even though he was in
his forties by then, and he became
a radiologist. Then he could read
the X-rays and diagnose from there.
In 1968 Kita got a scholarship to
come to the states and study, so she
took my two sisters with her. Later
October / November 1999

my brother and I came to the states,
but by that time their marriage was
crumbling and so Papa left the children with her hoping that maybe it
could turn her around but that was
not to be.
He was a very distraught man
and he really didn't know what to
do. One day he just cried out to
God to please help him, and his
prayer was answered. He was sitting in his office when some power
took over his right arm. He said it
was a very smooth, very cool, sensation and this power started writing a complete analysis of his life
and basically told him, "You are
very stupid because you are breaking your heart over nothing. Very
soon the greatest gift that can be
given to a human being will be
made to you."
Papa liked to read. He went to
visit my uncle Louis Francesco one
day and asked him if he could have
a book to read that evening. They
looked through every book in my
uncle's library (which was quite
extensive) and to each one he said,
"Oh no, I read that one." Finally
Papa happened to glance at one and
asked, "What about this one?" My
uncle said, "Someone just lent that
to me, but if you wish you can take
it with you."
My father sat and read that book.
It was The Path of the Masters by
Julian Johnson, and he couldn't put
it down. Every page he read he was
telling himself, "This is what I need.

&cnt Ji with Dr. Molintr t-rrzd his four children and
This is what I really need." S o he
didn't sleep that night. The next day
he told my uncle, "This is very interesting, but I haven't been able to
finish the book." And he asked my
uncle, "It would be good if you
could find out if there is a group
around here."
Because of the book my father
became vegetarian and a few days
later Louis Francisco wrote to him
and said, "Well, there is a group
here and there is a Guru, a Master,
and his name is Kirpal Singh. S o
Papa started repeating, "Kirpal
Singh, Kirpal Singh," and that was
his mantra for a while. Then one
day Louis Francisco called him up
and said, "Well, the Master's rep-
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grandson

resentative is coming and i t would
be good for you to come." S o they
made the arrangements and as he
was leaving to go to Bogoti, he was
looking for some papers and he
couldn't find them. His sister said
to him, "When you have that problem you should dump out the drawe r on the floor and see what's
what." S o that's what he did. Looking through all that chaos on the
floor he saw two passport-size pictures of himself. He picked them
up and put them in his wallet, he
found what he was looking for, put
everything back and then flew to
Bogoti and there he met with the
group.
He didn't like what he saw beSANT BANI

cause the sangat, at that time, was
incorporating the church into what
they were doing over there. They
had a picture of the Master, they
had candles, they had burning incense, and they had other things.
Master Kirpal had sent his representative over there to straighten
things out. Papa was apparently
pleased with the new corrections,
then the group was told, "Because
of this trip, Master Kirpal has declared a boon for you. If anyone
has been a vegetarian for at least
one month" (the requirement at that
time was six months at least), "then
they can have Initiation." Papa had
been a vegetarian for three months.
The only other thing they had to do
was fill out a form and attach two
passport pictures to it. Papa was the
only one who had the pictures.
Everybody else had to scramble to
get pictures taken.
(The Initiation was in December, 1971.)
Papa didn't understand what he
had been given at that time, but that
was the only thing he had, so like a
drowning man he grabbed on to it.
He lived about three blocks from
where he worked, so he started practicing, "Well, on this block I will
repeat the Five Words and no other
thought will come into my mind."
So he would take a few steps and
something else would come in.
"But, okay, there's another block. I
will do it on this block," and that is
the way he trained himself.
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He didn't say much to anyone.
He just wanted to test it. Papa mentioned - we had an agreement actually that if he found something
he should let me know and if I had
found something I would let him
know . . . , so he gave me an address: "Write here and you might
be able to find something." It was a
little bit difficult making contact but
there was the satsang group in New
York where I was at the time. I requested Initiation. It was granted to
me. And I decided that I had to save
my family. So I went to talk to
them. They wouldn't listen to me,
but when my brother went to be
with him, Papa didn't say anything,
and Alberto began to be inclined
towards the Path.
Master Kirpal picked us up, one
by one, in less than a year. First
was Papa, then I came, then my
brother Alberto, then Silvia. They
had a big house, and since this was
a college town, some of the students needed a place to live. He
made some rooms available to them.
So a little group formed around him
and he started getting up at five in
the morning and he would wake everybody up. He found that five was
not sufficient so he started getting
up at four and waking everybody
up. Everybody started complaining.
Soon he found that four was not
enough so he started getting up at
three. Now everybody was really
hollering. When he moved the clock
back to two, he didn't bother any-

one, he just sat down to meditate.
That was not sufficient for him so
he moved it back to one o'clock.
Whenever he went to his workplace he would say, "0 Master,
these are your hands. Let's see what
kind of work you can do today."
Once there was a fellow who was
involved in a motorcycle accident.
They brought him to have X-rays
taken and Papa said to the technician, "Just take the best X-rays that
you can and rush him up to surgery; develop the X-rays and bring
them back to me as soon as they're
ready even if they are not dry."
The technician brought the plates
dripping wet to his office; he looked
at them. dictated his diagnosis and
said, "Rush it up to surgery." The
technician went to the surgery room
and the doctor asked, "Well, what
does Dr. Molina's report say?"
"Well, there is a fracture here,
there's an involvement of this and
that." There were about four or five
different items there. The surgeon
said. "I have experience in these
cases and that's not possible." So
he went for whatever he thought
was there, but about twenty or thirty minutes later he said, "Well, what
did Dr. Molina say?" The assistant
read, "Well. there is this." "Anything else?" "Yes, there is this other thing." "What else?" "This other
thing." "Uh huh." Finally the doctor said, "Well, ~f 1 was not In surgery right now I would go down
there and give him my surgeon's

cap because everything is here just
as he said it was." And Papa said.
"I was not doing anything. It was
the Master who was doing it all."
At that time. he became a Representative for Master Kirpal in
South America, and Master wrote
him a very extensive letter telling
him to be extremely careful because
this was a great responsibility: it
was a very sweet and open letter
and it went deep into his heart. So
an additional duty was given to him.
He was meditating from midnight
to six a.m., he had a full time job.
and he had to look after the sangat.
He didn't complain about it: he rather enjoyed it.
After Master Kirpal left the body
he didn't have the obligations of a
representative, so he was able to retire for a few months. He went to
live at a little farm that Alberto had.
and he was able to put in eighteen
hours of meditation a day. Not all
at a stretch but with breaks to take
care of his bodily needs. He said he
would leave off meditation only
when the man who came to milk
the cows would come in the morning; he would have breakfast with
him and then he would go back into
meditation. And that was his life
for about six months or so and that
was where he received the message.
" A man has been born. A man has
been born. Ajaib is his name. " So
he wrote to us about it and you
know the rest.
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The Importance of Simran
excerpts ,from a talk given at Sharnnz Meditation Retreat in 1989
DR. CRISTOBAL MOLINA
We always try to do things ourselves, that's why things come out
wrong. When we are looking for a
solution, what we find is a mistake,
because man has the cloud of the
mind and of the senses and the mind
always deceives us. There is no
doubt about it, if I want to go to the
right, it means I should be going to
the left. For some reason the mind
wants to take us on this other route,
but we always follow the mind, or
do what the mind says, and our hair
turns white and even then we don't
learn.
Unfortunately that's the way it
is. We're very stubborn. And the
Masters come, They go, and then
They come back again. They do this
to make us understand but we don't
understand.
I saw something which caught
my attention very strongly and it
was a sentence on a small sign and
it said man is perfect in essence but
he has to gain the awareness of this
happening. We find this when we
read the writings of Master Kirpal
that man is perfect in essence but
he has to acquire the consciousness
of this fact. We simply have to wake
up our consciousness. We should
make the effort to become conscious
beings.
The mind has us all tangled up
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in all its attractions, and that is why
we make one mistake after another.
The biggest mistake that we make
day after day and moment after moment is not doing what the Master
asks us to do.
What is the first thing the Master teaches us when He gives us initiation? The first page of the initiation instructions isn't finished when
the Master has already started to
talk about the Five Holy Names.
What is it that He wants to teach
us? He wants to teach us the Simran. That is what remains with us
apart from all the instructions and
the other things that are given at
the moment of initiation. What we
are left with and the basic principle
is the five holy names. What He
asks of us is to make those Five
Holy Names turn into our breathing, or make them become like the
air that we need to breathe to live.
What the Master wants to teach
us is that we should learn to do the
Simran, and we should DO the Simran. But we surprise ourselves many
times during the day when we're not
doing the Simran. We don't do what
Master wants us to do - by not
doing the Simran we are not obeying the Master and neither can we
receive what the Master wants to
give us through the Simran.
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We should remember what Kabir Sahib used to say: that if He
didn't do the Simran even for just
one minute it seemed as if He
hadn't done it for fifty years. But
we haven't discovered the value of
Simran. I can say this because I find
initiates making mistakes, moment
after moment, and day after day.
Each one of us should review
our own life and see if we have
done what the Master has asked us
to do, see if we have done the Simran. And we find that we haven't
done the Simran like Master requests us. So what can we complain
about? that things don't come out
the way we want them to come out?
that they don't happen the way we
want? If we really wanted to get
what we think we desire we should
just center ourselves on the Simran
and we would get that. But it seems
like we don't have faith or trust in
the power of Simran. Only when
huge problems fall on top of us do
we start doing the Simran. In the
meantime we just dilly-dally. We're
not in the Simran and we don't do
it in the way we should.
It's such a sad, painful thing, that
people even forget the Simran. With
great sorrow, on one of my trips in
Columbia, I found a woman who
had completely forgotten the Simran, and she had been an initiate of
Master Kirpal for seventeen years.
It was more difficult for me to teach
her the Simran than to teach i t to
the new people who were just re-

ceiving Initiation. It seems like i t
can't happen but it was true. It was
much more difficult to teach it to
her, who had learned it before. than
to try to teach it to the other people
who were just sitting down for the
first time to learn the Simran.
And I can dare to say that the
Masters come to this world just to
teach us the Simran. That's what
They come for. It seems like a very
strange or a very surprising thing
to say, but the Masters come to
teach us the Simran. Yes. they come
for that and nothing else. Baba Sawan Singh came for that. and Master Kirpal came for that. and Ajaib
Singh has come for that. All the
Masters have come to teach us that.
They surround it with a lot of words
and a lot of other things but when
it gets reduced it is just that.
If we take a book of Master Kirpal He will take the same things
and just say them in one or two
different ways. and turn it around.
and bring it back again: but He's
saying the same thing. He repeats
it in one way, and He repeats it in
another way, and He adorns it in
one way, and then makes it up in
another way: but it's the same thing.
What do Master Ajaib Singh's
letters say at the end? W e can gather one hundred letters together and
you can see that at the end He always says, "Do your bhajan and
Simran lovingly." So what is it that
They come to teach? Why is it that
we can't understand this? That's
SANT BANI

what They come for. That's what
Guru Nanak came for, and also the
ten Sikh Gurus: to teach the Simran.
And what is the Simran? They
are the Five Basic Names of God
which are filled with the charging
of the living Master. Master gives
away Himself and He gives away
His Power in those Words. And the
Simran is the Master; but we are
looking for the Master in another
place. If we would repeat the Simran with attention at the Eye Focus
our life would be very different.
But we are so stubborn that we
need to have a gun to our head and
then we'll do the Simran. And it's
true. I will tell you about a man
who, although he was an initiate,
had decided to give himself up to
drinking and the good life in the
world and forgetting about the Master. He was administering a gold
mine and he had been traveling back
and forth from the mine. One time
when he was coming back from the
mine, he didn't have much in his
pocket, but some robbers came out
and they put a gun to his head and
then automatically the Simran started going. He said that he couldn't
tell if he was doing the Simran or if
somebody was doing the Simran for
him, because he had forgotten everything. So he lost whatever gold
he did have in his pocket. They even
took his shoes and in that way he
remembered the Simran. . . .
So there is a conclusion that we
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can reach from these teachings.
What is the defense that the Master
gives to the disciple when he finds
himself in danger? The Simran. He
Himself sends the Simran, for it was
Him saying the Simran. . . .
So the Master doesn't put a gun
in the disciple's hands. It would
have been very easy for the Master
to give him a gun but the Simran is
more powerful even than a machine
gun. It is true. Not even Kal can
stand in front of the Simran, and
Kal is so powerful. He can't stand
up in front of the Fifth Word, He
just runs.
So you should pay attention to
this special gift which Master uses
to defend the disciple. He defends
him with the Simran. The Simran
is All-Powerful.
It's very hard that we have such
a closed mind that we don't understand what Masters want to teach
us. They come to teach us the Simran. They tell us that human beings
have always spent their time doing
the simran of the world. Since Masters know that man likes to repeat,
that mind likes to repeat one and a
thousand times the same thing, for
that reason They [gave us] the Simran of God, and They told the mind,
"Since you like repeating, repeat the
Simran of God." At the end, after
so much repetition your mind will
become fixed upon God.
I will ask you again, what do
Masters come to teach us every time
They start a new mission? They
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come to teach the Simran. They
bring us the Names of God charged
with this Power which is the Master's power. And we insist on not
understanding. It's a great pity that
this is so, because for the most part,
the Masters come here to waste
their time. It is painful that God
Himself comes down to Earth, taking the body of a man to show man
the way, but man doesn't want to
follow.
I can still remember Master Kirpal's sorrow-filled words, pitiful
words, at the end of His life: "I implore you. I beg you to do your meditation. Time is coming to an end."
Even though He said all this we
started thinking all kinds of things,
maybe there is a dissolution which
is going to happen. maybe the Kali
Yuga is coming to an end. What's
going to happen? We didn't understand that what was coming to an
end was the time of our Kirpal, of
the man that with all His love came
to give of Himself.
He begged us. He pleaded with
us, to please meditate. Nobody else
would request that of us as He did.

*

*

*

If we would become conscious, the
life of a Saint would be very different. We should make the effort to
awaken this consciousness. This
world would be so different if all
the initiates would make the effort
to awaken the conscious being that
they are. We are conscious beings
and perfect beings in essence, but
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we have to become aware of it. We
are micro-gods. Master Kirpal used
to say that we were micro-gods. we
are miniature gods. our soul is the
essence of God.
But it seems like we take great
joy in being part of Kal. because
we pay more attention to Kal than
to Master. This is a pity because
Kal sets up his trap through the
mind. We do the plays of the mind
and we live our lives doing the play
for Kal. He is very clever and He is
winning the battle because we let
ourselves be attracted by all the
things that He is presenting to us.
I find when I visit all the different places of Satsang that people
don't know how to forgive. in their
words they say they forgive but
deep in their hearts they don't. Simply, we are not taking advantage of
the teachings of the Master. I ' m
positive that if a person would do
the Simran twenty-four hours a day.
I'm sure that that person would
know how to forgive any offense.
The first thing we have to do is to
forget.
We have to forget. we have to
erase completely the disk of pain.
We have to forgive in the most complete and absolute way. I would
even tell you to be grateful for the
pain. to be grateful for all the injuries and transgressions committed
against us. Because through these
sorrows and pain we receive the
mercy and the compassion of the
Saint. We have to forget. it is an
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absolute necessity. If we want to
obtain forgiveness, we have to forgive. We should even forget the
name of the person who offended
us, and if we can't forget, we should
at least pray for them. Pray for
their soul. Through the Master, we
should thank them for whatever they
have given us.
One should erase all the things
that made us suffer, all the things
that made us upset. Instead of
developing inferiority complexes,
guilt, hate, resentment, we should
forget, because if we insist on remembering, the hurt will not get
erased, on the contrary, it will hurt
more.
So you should erase the disk,
erase it completely. One person I

know of, had a book written on his
computer, and he touched something which he shouldn't have, and
in one instant - Bang! The whole
book was erased. All of his work
- Gone!
So we should all look at our
"personal" computers, look for that
key that will erase it all. Find that
key to erase it all and do it.
Do you know what that key is?
The Simran. It is the Simran, because it is All-powerful; but we
don't know how to use it. Simran
is so powerful that Master Sawan
Singh once said that a man could
stop a train only by using his Simran. And Simran is so powerful that
even the Master's name, when used
as a Simran is powerful.
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Those Who Surrender to the Master
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
What is meditation for?
[Sant Ji laughs.] For progress.
Is it better not to spend time with
an initiate if lust comes up while
you're spending time with him?

What do you mean by "spending
time with someone" - living with
someone, or talking with someone?
No, spending time doing work with
someone. There's meditation time
spent, but then also work, like a
cooking project or something like
that.

A satsangi should remain stronger;
this is better. We should always absorb good qualities from other people; we should not look at the faults
of other people. We should not develop such a habit of accepting the
bad habits of others.
I was curious about the second ring
that Sant Ji was wearing yesterday.
This question and answer session
was given January 26, 1981, at Sant
Bani Ashram, Village 77 RB, Rajasthan, India.

[Sant Ji laughs.] The fact is that
this ring which I am wearing now
was blessed by Master Kirpal. and
He Himself made me wear this ring
on my finger. But at Sant Bani Ashram when I was planting one plant.
at that time I lost this ring. and I
was very surprised and I was very
stunned to lose that ring. I became
very sad, and I was very disturbed
because my Master had given me
that ring and it was very precious
to me. But with His grace I found it
again.
But on the way back from Australia in the airplane. since we were
very tired and fortunately we got
some seats on which to sleep. I laid
down, because I had become very
weak since there was a lot of work
to do. That ring was trying to come
off again and again because my finger had become weaker. I lost the
ring again, and I searched for it for
a long time, but I was not able to
find it again. I looked for it everywhere and I was very upset. I was
very sad because it was very precious to me. Never in my life had I
become so sad. And when Judith
saw this she went to Pappu and she
asked him to ask me [what was
wrong], and when Pappu asked me.
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I told him that it was nothing, because I didn't want to bother anyone. I thought that if I told them
that I had lost the ring, they would
bolher the other passengers also.
which I didn't want. I just kept
quiet, but from inside I was very
sad, because that ring was very precious to me. And in that sadness,
Master asked me, "Why are you becoming so sad? The ring is right
under you." And when I put n ~ y
hand in my pocket I saw that the
ring was there. [rrt~rchlacrghter]
S o when I got that ring back I
thought, "Why not make another
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ring so that I will not lose this one?"
I wanted to store that ring [which
Master Kirpal gave me]. S o that is
why I got another ring, which I was
wearing [yesterday]. But since I did
not get as much happiness by wearing that ring as I get by wearing
this ring which was given to me by
my Master, I took the other one off
and now the same ring which Master gave me is again on my finger.
This ring had the blessing of
Master, and this ring was made by
Master from His own earnings, and
He gave me this ring.
Saints and Mahatmas are All-

Conscious; those who are the perfect Satgurus know about everything. We should never think when
we are sitting in Their remembrance
that They are not aware of us. They
are aware of everybody - all those
who sit in Their remembrance with
love, whether one is an initiate or
not - They are fully aware of them
and They always look at them.
When I grew old enough to get
married my parents inspired me and
encouraged me to get married. Because they were bothering me a lot
with this marriage thing, that is why
I used to tell them, "I don't know
what is within me. Maybe there is a
ghost or some power which is bothering me, and when I will control
that power, when I will control that
ghost, only then I will bring another one to control."
I also used to tell them that the
one who has to marry me will come
to me by himself. hearing which my
mother would say, "Dear son, the
boys go to get married, the boys go
to the girls' place and they marry
the girls." I used to tell her, "Mother, I don't know whether I am to
marry a man or a boy or a girl. But
I am sure that whomever I will marry, he will come to me by himself."
In India this is a tradition, that
when a man goes to marry a woman. he brings clothes and some gold
ornaments for her. In the same way,
when my Master first came to see
me, He brought some clothes and
this ring for me. and He also main-

tained that tradition of marriage.
My Gurudev Master Kirpal was
All-Conscious. and He knew that
some soul was sitting in His remembrance from his childhood. And the
desire which I had in my childhood
- that the one who has to marry
me will come to me by himself He fulfilled that desire. And ever
since I met Him and He gave me
this ring and those clothes. I understand myself as a married person: I
understand that I am married to
Him.
When the perfect Master gives
Initiation to any soul. in the Form
of the Shabd He performs all the
wedding rites with the soul just as
the wedding rites are performed outside. Then the soul becomes the
bride of the Shabd Master. the
Shabd Guru, and after that it becomes the responsibility of the Master, it is up to Him: wherever He
wants to take the soul. He takes
[her]: in whatever condition He
wants to keep the soul. He does that.
and it is up to Him when to take her
out and when not to. Everything remains in His hands.
So my Husband is my Gurudev
Kirpal and He is taking care of me.
The Negative Power is trying his
best to insult me, but in this Iron
Age only Kirpal is saving or protecting the honor of His wife.
In India the husband takes all
the responsibility of the wife on
himself and he gets every possible
thing for the wife. whatever she
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needs. He respects her in all the
ways. And in India this tradition of
the maintenance of marriage has always been maintained. In India the
union of husband and wife has been
considered as the highest one.
The soul who once gets married
to Shabd never becomes widowed.
As Guru Nanak Sahib says: "The
wife of the Lord always remains
married; she never becomes a widow." Guru Nanak Sahib says, "Only
the Lord is our Husband; the rest
are all His wives." Further He says,
"In this world there is only one
Male; the rest are all His females."

Will Sant Ji tell us the first funny
story, about the Tour this summer,
that comes into His mind?
[Sant Ji laughs very much, and He
laughed throughout Pappu's translation of His answer.] This is the
funniest story I remember. When I
was sometimes getting up and then
sitting down, searching for that ring,
and when Pappu came and asked
me [what was wrong] - whenever
I remember that I laugh. That was
very funny.
The reality is that wherever I
went I received happiness. I was
pleased to go everywhere, and I received a lot of happiness. What can
give more happiness than this, the
job which I got of distributing the
love which I inherited from my
Master? I went to give that message of love. There can be nothing
October /November 1999

else which can give me more happiness.
I said that I don't have any mission of my own in the world and I
have not brought any of my own
mission. Whatever love I have received from my Master, my Gurudev Master Kirpal, I have come to
give you that. Because my Master
was an Ocean of Love, and since I
was a devotee of love, I got His
love in the heritage, and I have come
here to give you only that love.
I also said that I am like a blowing horn. You know that a blowing
horn cannot produce any sound on
its own. It is up to the person who
is blowing into it to bring out sound
from that. In the same way, I said
that I am the blowing horn, and it is
all in the hands of Kirpal. However
He wants me to sound, He will make
me do that. As Guru Nanak Sahib
also said: "God is the only Doer,
and [in] whatever way He wants His
people to work He makes them do
that."
Everywhere during the Tour I got
a lot of love and I appreciate that
love. And that was a miracle of Beloved Kirpal.
Nothing gets done by my doing;
everything gets done by God.
Many times I have mentioned that
the love which I have received from
my Master Kirpal, hardly anyone else
would have gotten that much love
from Him. Because He always used
to embrace me, He used to make me
sit in His lap, and He even used to

feed me with His own hands. He used
to give me so much love, like one
loves a child. And I was not worthy
of that love; only He knows why He
loved me so much.
Whenever lMaster would embrace me, the people who would see
that would say, "Blessed are the
souls whom Master embraces." And
after that they would come and rub

their bodies against me, saying that
I was the most fortunate one.
Guru Ramdas said that by touching the Sadhu one becomes pure,
and with His grace one becomes
able to see God. When we shake
hands with Master it means that we
are shaking hands with God. When
we embrace the Master it means that
we are embracing God. When we
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are talking with the Master it means
that we are talking with God.
When Master used to embrace
me and love me as I just mentioned,
I never had any desire of seeing any
Light or having any experience, and
I told Him, "I don't want anything,
I don't want any Sach Khand, because I am seeing God Who is six
feet tall, Who is moving, and I don't
believe in any other God except the
Master." I told Him, "I won't meet
any other God. Even if God wants
to come and see me He should come
in Your form, because I understand
You as my God and You are the
only One who is my God."
Kabir Sahib had also said, "If both
the Master and the Lord are standing
in front of me, to Whom should I pay
homage?" Then He said, "I sacrifice
myself on my Master Who made me
meet God, and I will definitely pay
my homage to Him."
In order to progress on the Path
of Spirituality, even the person who
has a Master's degree has to behave like a five-year-old child. Just
as a five-year-old child does not
have any worries - he just sits in
the lap of his mother and she is worried about his bathing, his feeding,
and he does not have to worry about
anything and he is very happy and
very peaceful there - in the same
way, when we surrender our everything to Master and behave as if we
are a five-year-old child in front of
the Master, all our worries, all our
things become of Master, and then,
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Dear Ones, all our things are taken
care of by Master Himself. Master
is not [careless], He is not unjust.
All those who surrender everything
to Master and have faith in Him, all
their works are done by Master.
Machar and Ramdita were two
disciples of Baba Jaimal Singh who
used to have the darshan of Baba
Jaimal Singh every day in their
meditation. You know that once in
a while the Masters put their disciples to the test. So once in the month
of August, which is very hot, it was
the season for growing corn and
when Machar and Ramdita were going to water their fields of corn, Machar asked Ramdita, "Did you have
the darshan of Baba Ji?" He replied,
"No, not yet." And then he asked
Machar, "Did you get the darshan
of Baba Ji?" Machar also replied,
"No, I didn't get His darshan."
So they both decided, "Let us sit
for meditation and have the darshan
of Baba Ji before doing any work.
If this corn has to get all dried up,
then let it dry, because this is all
[the work ofl Master." So they both
started to meditate without worrying about their crop. And after one
more hour they got the darshan and
then they started their work.
So those who have faith in the
Master and who surrender everything to the Master, they definitely
get the darshan of the Master. You
should not think that Master is not
aware of your devotion or He does
not know what you are doing. What-
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ever minutes or seconds you are
spending in His remembrance are
all counted, and He keeps a good
account of those moments. that time
which you have spent in His remembrance. According to what one has
done. He rewards them.
Swami Ji Maharaj has said that
no one can postpone the Will of the
Master. When we have faith in the
Master and when we completely
surrender our everything to the Master and do His devotion, then nobody can make any alterations to,
nobody can change the Will of the
Master for us, not even the Creator
who has created this creation. Because Master comes into this world
from Sach Khand, and the Creator
of this world is in the Brahm which
is much below Sach Khand. So all
these gods and goddesses also are
defeated and they cannot make any
change in the Will of the Master if
we are surrendering ourselves to
Him and are doing His devotion
with full faith.
As long as we are worried for
our own selves our Master becomes
worriless, and when we stop worrying for our own self then He worries for us. It is like when the child
is playing and he is happy in playing. his mother is not worried for
him. But when the child starts crying and when he cries for help from
the mother. she at once leaves all
her works and goes there to help
the child. When the child surrenders himself to the mother. after that

the mother does every possible thing
to make the child comfortable. [If
the child wets the bed] she even
sleeps in the wet part and lets the
child sleep in the dry part. If there
is any problem. if there is anything
wrong, the mother always takes that
on her own self and she never wants
that any problem should go to her
child.
In the same way. when we stop
worrying for our own selves. when
we surrender ourselves to the Master, then the Master takes care of us
and He protects us everywhere.
When the disciple surrenders himself to the Master. then Master also
cannot do anything but help the disciple. As Guru Nanak Sahib said.
"You are my Protector everywhere.
then why should I have any fear?"
So the Master helps the disciple.
And the mahatmas whose eyes are
opened, because they see that Master is there to protect them. that is
why they always remain aware of
the Master. they are always aware
of the presence of the Master. But
those whose eyes are not opened.
they do not see the Master working
for them. But the reality is that the
Master is always with the disciple.
and from behind the veil He always
protects the disciple.
"I sacrifice myself on such a
Master Who Himself is a liberated
One and Who liberates others."
In the bhajan, "Kirpal Guru Aaja.
Kirpal Guru Aaja," there is a line
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ubout "Ntrnuki."
What does thut
line r-~ferto?
Out of the family
of Guru Nanak,
[His sister] Nanaki was the only
one to recognize
Guru Nanak. She
recognized that
her brother, "is a
Godman, He is a
Saint and He is
Sat Purush."
Nanaki used
to live in a place called Sultanpur,
because she was married there, and
Nanak spent a lot of time living with
her and working in a grocery store.
Since Guru Nanak's parents used
to bother Him a lot because He was
not doing any work, Nanaki said, "I
will take Him with me and I will
make Him d o some job." S o that is
why Guru Nannk Sahib spent a lot
of time with Nanaki; He lived with
her.
S o when Guru Nanak was working in that grocery store He used to
count up to twelve all right, but
when it would come to counting
to thirteen - in Puiljabi the number "thirteen" is "tera," which also
means "yours" - s o when He
would come to thirteen, He would
just go on saying, "Yours, yours."
It means that "0 Lord, this food is
Yours, and even these people who
are coming here to take the food October /November 1099

because most of them are poor ones
- are Yours," and then He would
not count more than that and He
would just go on giving to the people. S o when people saw that, they
complained to the owner of that grocery shop. And when he came to
ask for the accounts and when the
accounts were added up, there was
rrtore food than should have been
there.
After that Guru Nanak Sahib left
that job and went and sat in a graveyard where people came to bother
Him. They asked Him who He was.
Guru Nanak replied, "If I say that I
am a Hindu you will kill me, and I
am not a Muslim a s you understand." In those days the Mogul Empire was very strong and they were
converting people into Muslims by
force. S o that is why He said, "If I
say that I am a Hindu you will kill
me, if I say that I am a Muslim, I

am not that. I am one idol of five
elements, within which some hidden Power is working and I am
called Nanak."
From there Guru Nanak Sahib
went to Mecca and Baghdad to give
the message to the souls; He spent
many years there. While He was
gone, once when His sister Nanaki
was cooking, one chapati became
very beautiful, and she thought, "My
Brother should eat this chapati."
And because she remembered Him
with full love, Guru Nanak appeared
there and He ate that chapati.
You know that when anyone's
beloved leaves this world, for him
the rest of his life becomes empty
and dry. S o after Guru Nanak left

the body, Guru Angad Sahib said,
"With the One whom you love, it is
better to die before He leaves. Curse
on the moments which you spend
without Him."
When my Gurudev Master Kirpal left the body many of you already know how I tore off my
clothes and how without wearing
any shoes I went into the desert. At
that time, in the pain of separation I
was saying, "0 Lord, You are Nanak, You are Kabir, You just go on
changing the body. And just a s
when Nanaki called for You with
love and You appeared, in the same
way I am calling for You, and You
should appear; You should not forget us."
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"Life is very precious, so we should utilize
it and we should make it successful. You
know how our Beloved Master gave us the
matter o f keeping the account o f our faults
by maintaining the diary. But what do we
people do? We go on committing the sins and
go on marking it on the diary. But this is not
the way to keep the diary. Keeping the diary
means that once you have made any mistake
you should not repeat it."
- Sant Ji, January 12, 1981

